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Tech Tips  
Is your laptop battery losing charge faster than you would like?  Here are some tips on battery life and 
performance.  
  

Brightspace  
January 2024 Release notes (video)  
 
Assignments & Discussions – Improved tooltip for unsaved changes to evaluations | 
Updated  
In the Assignments and Discussions evaluation experience, the tooltip for reporting evaluation errors is 
updated to include clearer language. The tooltip appears when a user enters over 300,000 characters 
into the Overall Feedback field or enters an invalid grade into the Grade field.  
  
The new tooltip reads "There is one or more errors in the information entered". Previously, the tooltip 
read "There are invalid grades on this page", excluding various errors that may have caused the tooltip 
to appear. The new language makes the types of errors clearer as it encourages users to review the 
entire evaluation.  
  
Brightspace Editor – Insert Stuff uses new file picker when uploading from users' 
computer | Updated  
This release updates the Insert Stuff > My Computer file picker with the version currently used in the 
Insert Image workflow, which allows drag-and-drop file uploads from the user's computer.  
  
Previously, the Insert Stuff > My Computer file picker used an older file picker that did not support drag-
and-drop of files.  
  
Chat – End of Life | Removed  
As of this release, the Chat tool is removed for all users. Content topics that are Chat-based are not 
removed, but the chats are no longer accessible.  
  
Quizzes – Written response questions remain as pending evaluation until being manually 
graded | Updated  
When instructors grade quiz attempts, any ungraded written response questions remain as pending 
evaluation until the instructor manually grades them. Previously, when instructors clicked Publish or 
Update for a quiz attempt, the written response question's pending evaluation status would be 
removed.  
  
If a written response question is not graded, the status shows a pending evaluation message for both 
the learner and instructor view. In the learner view, learners always see the message "This question has 
not been graded" until the instructor grades the question. The instructor view displays the message "not 
auto-graded; a default value of 0 was assigned" until they grade the question.  

https://www.makeuseof.com/how-long-laptop-battery-supposed-to-last/?utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=MUO-202401020700&utm_source=MUO-NL&user=bGV3YW5kbGVAZ21haWwuY29t
https://youtu.be/j2lQZ46SI9c


  
Tophat  
  
Check out current webinar and video content  
Need ideas for course planning? Here are ideas from Tophat.   
 

https://tophat.com/teaching-resources/webinars-and-videos/
https://tophat.com/teaching-resources/teaching-templates/
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